
2021-2022 TWO RIVER HOOPS LEAGUE RULES

1. Sportsmanship – There will be zero tolerance for any inappropriate behavior during the games. The referees
have been instructed to eject any coach, player, parent, or fan who conducts themselves in an inappropriate
manner using the following process:

a. PLAYERS—
i. If a player receives a technical foul for his or her misbehavior, that player is automatically

ejected from the game.
b. COACHES/FANS/PARENTS—

i. First offense---fan/parent/coach gets a verbal warning. Both parent/fan and coach will be
informed of warning. If behavior continues, a technical foul is awarded.

ii. Coach will be held liable for parent/fan behavior (see the parent conduct document). iii.
Referee in charge ejects the fan/parent from the gym. If poor behavior is displayed by the
coach, the coach will be ejected from the gym.

2. Head Injury – Should a player hit their head on the gym floor, it is at Referee discretion to remove the
player from the game for the remainder of the game.

3. Ball Size: Only 7th & 8th grade boys will use a regulation full size #7, 29.5” diameter ball. All other divisions will
use an intermediate size ball, #6, 28.5” diameter ball.

4. Equal Playing Time – Coaches must play each player an equal number of minutes per game, without
exception. Coaches must divide minutes equally among the number of players he/ she is fielding at game time.
This means that each player must play and sit the same number of minutes as every other player. The Equal
Playing Time rule does not apply to the first overtime period; however, any player who did not play in the first
overtime period must play the entire second overtime period. When a team is beating an opponent by a large
margin, equal playing time can be abandoned if a coach chooses to give more time to his lesser skilled players
and sit his more skilled players in an attempt to control a lop-sided score.

5. Substitution Sheets – Prior to all games, coaches must fill out a Substitution Sheet in duplicate to demonstrate
that the substitution pattern for the game adheres to the Equal Playing Time Rule. Before game time, coaches
must exchange their Substitution Sheet. This pre-game plan can be slightly changed during the game as long as
declared equal playing minutes remain the same. If a player is injured, leaves early, adjustments can be made as
long as minutes are distributed equally. The Substitution Sheets should be maintained by the coach or assistant
in the event there are any questions regarding adherence to the Equal Playing Time Rule during any particular
game. Coaches failing to comply should be reported to league administrator who will forward complaint
to Rules Committee who may rule a forfeit to non-complying team.

6. All violations to league rules should be reported to league administrator who will refer violations to the Rules
Committee which will consist of one representative from each participating town including the league

administrator who is an ex-officio member. Town rec directors may represent their town on this committee.

7. Four Quarters – Each game will consist of four (4) ten-minute quarters, during which the clock will continually
run without stoppage.

The clock ONLY STOPS during the following times:
a. During every shooting foul during the entire game, whenever they occur, including “1 and 1” shooting fouls.
b. During the last two minutes of each half (i.e., the second and fourth quarters), the clock goes to traditional
“stop time” rather than “running time.”
c. During team “timeouts.”
d. During on-court injuries, for a sufficient enough time to address the injured player and to make a

substitution, if necessary.
e. At any time as instructed by the referee (i.e., the referee’s “my time” instruction).



f. THE CLOCK DOES NOT STOP DURING THE 5:00 MINUTE “SUBSTITUTION” MARK.
8. Substitutions/ Substitution “Time-Out” – The referees will blow the whistle around the 5:00 minute mark of

every quarter to allow coaches to substitute players. REFS WILL MONITOR THE TIMELINESS OF COACHES
SUBSTITUTIONS AND ARE IN CHARGE OF KEEPING THE GAME MOVING. The clock will not stop during this
substitution. Coaches may only make substitutions at about the 5:00 minute mark and at the start of each
quarter. Coaches MAY NOT MAKE ANY SUBSTITUTIONS AT ANY OTHER TIME; with the following exceptions: a.
A player fouls out of the game and must be replaced.
b. A player is injured and must be replaced.
c. A player is physically unable to participate and asks out of the game.

If a player is replaced because of any of the above three exceptions, coaches must make every effort to distribute
playing time consistent with the spirit of the Equal Playing Time Rule.

9. Pressing – No team may full court press except for the last 2 minutes of each half and in any overtime periods.

10. Personal Fouls/ Team Fouls – The referees will call all fouls and infractions. Players foul out with 5 fouls.
Players will shoot "one and one" upon the 7th team foul; players will take two foul shots upon the 10th team
foul. Technical fouls are both personal and team fouls.

11. Time-Outs – Each team is allotted two (2) 60-second time-outs per game. A team may not carry over unused
timeouts into overtime. Each team is allotted one (1) 30-second time-out in the first overtime. There will be no
time-outs for the second and subsequent overtime periods.

12. Mercy Rule – In the event that any team gains a 20-point or higher lead at any time during a game, the team
that is leading shall immediately confine its defense to within the three-point arc. The leading team may
resume its regular defensive play whenever the lead becomes less than 20 points. In an effort to avoid
lop-sided games, a team that wins by more than 30 points may not be awarded a win in the standings. When
reporting the score to league administrator, the coach will have to describe what action they took to limit the
scoring. Any secondary offenses will result in an immediate loss. Coaches should see addendum for
suggestions to limit team scoring.

13. Overtime – If the game is tied at the end of regulation, there shall be a 2 minute overtime, stop time. The
second and subsequent overtimes shall be two minutes running time. Pressing is permitted in all overtime
periods.

14. Number Of Players/Rosters/Forfeits – If a team is unable to field five (5) players within the first 10 minutes
of scheduled game time, the shorthanded team can play with 4 players. If the shorthanded team only has 3
players, the game is a forfeit and that team may borrow a couple of players from the opposing team and play a
scrimmage game.

15. Borrowing a player from your town when shorthanded:
a. During regular season if a coach only has 4 players, that coach can borrow a player from another team from

that town. That coach should identify that “borrowed player” to opposing coach prior to the start of the game. If
a coach is using a “borrowed player” and a regular rostered player shows up late, the borrowed

player is no longer needed and ceases to play immediately upon insertion of regular player. b. Playoffs – No
borrowed players for playoffs. Teams short with players must with 4 players or forfeit the game. It is
important for coaches to report their scores so standings can be kept and teams properly seated for
playoffs.

16. Adherence to schedule: Teams may not cancel games and must play playoff games on designated dates so
season and playoffs are finished on pre-determined dates.

17. Scoreboard/ Scorebook – The home team must arrange for a person of suitable age to run the scoreboard and



to keep the official scorebook. For inter-town games, the home team is the town that is hosting the game. For
intra-town games (e.g., Shrewsbury v. Shrewsbury), the home team is the higher-numbered team. If the home
team is unable to provide a scorebook keeper and the visiting team can provide a keeper, the visitor’s scorebook
becomes the official book.

18. Reporting Scores –In order to maintain accurate standings, it is essential for coaches to report scores to
the administrator within 24 hours. Failure to report will result in the win not being counted in
standings.

19. No Jewelry – Players are not permitted to wear jewelry of any kind (earrings, bracelets, necklaces, etc.) during
play.

20. Website – All changes to regularly scheduled games, cancellations, rescheduling, will be updated as needed to
ensure referees are at all games.

21. Addendum: Suggestions for coaches to limit team scoring.
● No pressing
● No fast breaking
● Instruct top scorers to refrain from shooting and pass the ball to kids who don’t usually score for more

shooting opportunities
● Abandon equal playing time rule to give more time to lesser skilled players and sit the more skilled scorers


